Record your videos locally
or
Download your videos from ZOOM

Request a SWITCHtube channel

Upload a video

Share links via Moodle / Email
Feedback and Support: flexible-teaching@epfl.ch
More information: https://go.epfl.ch/flexible-teaching

Request a SWITCHtube channel
●

Go to
https://support.epfl.ch/epfl?id=epfl_sc_cat_item&sys_id=b
08b56c64f44e740fe35adee0310c7ea and Login with your
EPFL credentials (login button in the upper right corner)

●

Fill in the form. We recommend:
○

○

●

Channel Title. Use a title with the course code and
course title, for example: “CS-411 / Digital education &
learning analytics“
Attachment. The organisational unit for this channel.
Use the section in which you teach, e.g “SIN-ENS”.

○

Channel Administrators. List the people who will
manage the channel.

○

Options. Select “channel videos can be downloaded by
the user” and do not select “Allow comments”.

○

Public channel (open on the web) or private channel ?
Choose “Private” and “With authentication and reserved
for the EPFL community“.

Submit the form and EPFL’s helpdesk (1234) creates the
channel, and notifies you via email.

Configure your SWITCHtube channel
(1/2): Activate download
●

●
●

Go to your channel page.
○ Go to https://tube.switch.ch
○ Click on “Sign In” and choose “EPFL” from
the pulldown menu. Login using your EPFL
credentials
○ Select the Channel for your course
Click on “Edit Channel”
Select “Video download”.
○ This setting will enable your students to
download the videos to their machines, e.g.
to watch them without access to the
internet.
○ This setting will also facilitate indexing of
the video content by the Center for Digital
Education to make it easy for students to
search by keywords.

Configure your SWITCHtube channel (2/2) Who has access to my videos ?
From the channel page, click on “Permissions”.
Depending on the settings for sharing in your channel, different
people have access to your videos. We recommend to share
only with “Authenticated users at EPFL”.
●

●

●

●

●

“Everyone” if you want your video to appear on the
SWITCHtube pages to unauthenticated users, and be
listed when people search for videos.
“Anyone with the link to the video” is useful if you have
viewers outside swiss institutions of higher education. This
corresponds to “unlisted” videos on Youtube.
“All authenticated users” means that all members of the
swiss institutions of higher education have access (List of
institutions).
“Authenticated users at EPFL” will make the videos
available only to people affiliated with EPFL. This is the
best way to share with your students.
“Only me and my collaborators listed below”. You have to
add people one by one, which can be tedious. Use this
setting to share a video inside your team only for example.

Upload a video to SWITCHtube (1/2)
Once you have a channel available on SWITCHtube …
First, make sure the video you want to upload is on your local
hard drive. Either you have recorded it locally, or you have first
downloaded it from ZOOM.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go to https://tube.switch.ch
Click on “Sign In” and choose “EPFL” from the pulldown
menu. Login using your EPFL credentials
Select the Channel for your course
Click on “Upload video” and “Add video”
Choose the video file on your computer (max 5GB size)
Wait for the video to be uploaded

Upload a video to SWITCHtube (2/2)
Now that your video is uploaded, take a minute to give it a title
and a description.
1.

2.

Describe your video and choose a License.
○
Title: use the course code (e.g. CS-411 and the
topic of the week (or chapter) as the title.
○
Episode: specify a number that defines the order of
this video in the channel.
○
Abstract: Compose a rich abstract. This will make
your video easier to find.
○
License: By default, videos are protected by “All
rights reserved”. We encourage you to choose a
Creative Commons license following the Open
Science policy of EPFL.
Save and continue …
○
Your video might appear as a black box with the
comment “Processing video …”. SWITCH is
re-encoding your video so that it plays nicely
depending on the device and the bandwidth of your
students. This can take a while ...

Sharing videos (1/2)
While the video you have uploaded is processing, you can already get
the URL at which it will be available.
●

●

Sharing the link. Each video has a unique URL of the form
tube.switch.ch/videos/xyxyxyxy. This is the link you can
share in your Moodle course (similarly to how you share ZOOM
videos)
Embedding the video. SWITCHtube also provides HTML code
for you to embed the video in a web page (or in Moodle).
From your Moodle course page: Turn Editing On => Add
Activity or Resource => Label => Activate HTML editing ( O in
the snapshot below) => Paste HTML code from SWITCH.

Sharing videos (2/2)
The links to share and the code to embed the video are also available
on the page of the video.
●

Sharing the link. Each video has a unique URL of the form
tube.switch.ch/videos/xyxyxyxy. This is the link you can
share in your Moodle course (similarly to how you share ZOOM
videos)

●

Embedding the video. SWITCHtube also provides HTML code
for you to embed the video in a web page (or in Moodle).
From your Moodle course page: Turn Editing On => Add
Activity or Resource => Label => Activate HTML editing =>
Paste HTML code from SWITCH.

Link to
Share

Code to
Embed

Bonus: Compress a video prior
uploading (Advanced Users)
Before uploading your video it might be advisable to
compress it to improve your uploading time over
internet.
First, make sure the video you want to compress is
on your local hard drive.
You will also need to download and install ffmpeg
(free tool for video compression available here:
(https://www.ffmpeg.org/)

Skip this step if your video is
downloaded already very
compressed.
This step is potentially useful in case you
have recorded from a video camera or
recorded your screen using an iPad.

Bonus: Compress a video prior
uploading (Advanced Users)
Compress using one pass only. This
method is faster and simpler but the final
quality may vary depending of the video
movement contents.
Example command line to convert test.mov into
test.mp4
ffmpeg -i test.mov -codec:v libx264 -profile:v high
-preset veryfast -b:v 5000k -vf scale=-1:1080 -pix_fmt
yuv420p test.mp4

Compress using 2 pass. This method is
slower but gives better result for video
with movements.

Example command line to convert test.mov into
test.mp4:
ffmpeg -i test.mov -codec:v libx264 -profile:v high
-preset slow -b:v 5000k -vf scale=-1:1080 -pix_fmt
yuv420p -threads 8 -pass 1 -an -f mp4 /dev/null &&
ffmpeg -i test.mov -codec:v libx264 -profile:v high
-preset slow -b:v 5000k -vf scale=-1:1080 -pix_fmt
yuv420p -threads 8 -pass 2 -c:a aac -b:a 128k -f mp4
-strict -2 test.mp4

Compress a video prior uploading
(Advanced Users)
Here is the explanation of all those options:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

-i
-codec:v libx264
-profile:v high
-preset slow
-b:v 5000k
-vf scale=-1:1080
-pix_fmt yuv420p
-threads 8
-pass 1
-an
-c:a aac
-b:a 128k
-f mp4
-strict -2

input filename
set the video codec encoder
option for h264 only, specify video encoding type
preset for encoding speed vs quality
set video bit rate encoding
frame scale (-1 == auto ratio width with 1080 pixels height)
sets a different MP4 pixel format, resulting in a file that is more widely playable
sets the number of core for mutli threading to accelerate your encoding
pass number
disable audio (used in the first pass only to speed up process)
set the audio codec to AAC
set the audio bit rate to 128k (good for mono)
force output file format
specify how to follow strictly the standards (-2 == normal)
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